
Reading Horizons provides the strategies  
and tools to build English skills:

READING WRITING SPELLING

VOCABUL ARY PRONUNCIATION GRAMMAR

We Make Teaching and 
Learning English Easier

Reading Horizons places phonics instruction at a new 

level because there’s a systematic way of marking the 

rules and a system that learners can easily apply.

DR. NEIL ANDERSON  | PROFESSOR AND FORMER PRESIDENT OF TESOL



STR ATEGIES

Reading Horizons® Method Overview

THE FIVE PHONE TIC SKILLS  
THE FIVE PHONETIC SKILLS  
Must be taught, practiced, and mastered.

1. met run

2. jump rent

3. me so

4. hope ride

5. boat meat

DECODING SKILL 1

motel program locate

DECODING SKILL 2

campus extreme explain

DECODING WORDS OF ANY LENGTH

independent

MURMUR DIPHTHONGS    
ar or  er ur ir

tar storm her burn fir

DIGRAPHS

ch sh wh

church shine which

th th

this thump

SPECIAL VOWEL SOUNDS

haul ouch oil look

zoo saw how boy

SCHWA
All five vowels sometimes make the schwa 
sound when they are in unstressed syllables. 
The schwa sound is generally the short u sound. 
To mark the schwa, we put an ‘x’ under the 
vowel and an upside-down, lowercase e above 
the vowel. This is a standard dictionary mark.

about

ADDITIONAL PRONUNCIATIONS

robin rapid vivid shadow

ou

ow
o

au

aw

oi

oy

oo oo

For more information, contact 
your local Reading Horizons 
representative today:

readinghorizons.com/ 
contact-us

Unique Blended  
Learning Approach

• Direct instruction and  
software for differentiation

• Scripted teaching materials  
and online training

• Free student resources

• Curriculum for adults with 
limited formal education

• Explicit, systematic, and 
multisensory

• All language domains and  
levels for all ages

• Focus on pronunciation, 
decoding, and spelling

• Builds fluency, vocabulary,  
and comprehension with a  
range of decodable text and  
a reading library

readinghorizons.com      info@readinghorizons.com     1-800-333-0054



INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE TEACHER TRAINING

TOOLS

Reading Horizons Discovery®  
Teacher’s Kit | Grades K–3

Reading Horizons Elevate®
Reading Kit | Grades 4-12 + Adult

Reading Horizons Discovery®
Software 

Reading Horizons Elevate®
Software

Reading Horizons Discovery  
Sound City TM

Reading Horizons® Online
Professional Learning Course TM

Reading Horizons
free student resources

Reading Horizons
Launch Pad TM

Additional tools for
developing decoding  
and spelling skills as
well as foundational

literacy skills for adults
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The Review/Preview section briefly reviews the skills, vocabulary, and phrases learned in the previous lesson 
before providing an overview of the vocabulary and phrases taught in the current lesson.

The Lesson Content section contains explicit instruction for the skill or letter in focus. A variety of practice 
activities are integrated into this section to provide interactive learning, including sorting letters, segmenting 
sounds, letter identification, typing, tracing, and writing.

The Life Skill section reviews the vocabulary and phrases learned in the current lesson before transferring 
the learned skills and phrases to real-life contexts that can be applied outside the classroom. Adult language 
learners will learn best when the content is relevant and meaningful to their lives. The purpose of this section is 
to provide learners with real-world applications for the skills taught in the lesson.

Beginning in section six, learners will have access to two additional sections. First, they will be directed to a 
vocabulary Word Wall following each alphabet lesson. In the Word Wall, they can quickly see and review 
previously learned words.

Following the Word Wall, learners will access the Reading Library. Each reading passage allows them to 
practice reading the words and phrases from the current lesson. Once finished, learners have the option to 
re-read other passages or continue to the next lesson in the sequence.

Assessments
The purpose of the assessments is to provide a snapshot of learner abilities prior to instruction. Assessment 
scores also serve as a benchmark measure to compare growth as learners reach certain checkpoints in the 
lessons. The software lessons include the following assessments:

The Letters and Sounds Assessment measures knowledge of alphabetical order and the names and sounds 
of each letter. Learner ability to differentiate between uppercase and lowercase and distinguish short vowel 
sounds is also evaluated.
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SUCCESS

LE ARN MORE

“I came from Mexico not 
knowing any English. All I 
knew was how to say ‘hello’ 
and ‘bye’. [The] Reading 
Horizons system helped me 
improve my reading score to 
an eleventh grade level in 
less than a year. I couldn’t 
have done this without using 
Reading Horizons Elevate.”

STUDENT, USA

“I had one particular student 
from Iraq who came in with 
zero English. By the end of 
the school year, she was  
able to read at a second- 
grade level. Thank you for 
creating such an empowering 
and comprehensive reading 
program for struggling 
English language learners.”

TEACHER, USA

“I’ve been in Japan for over  
30 years, have taught from 
pre-school to university,  
and have countless 
programs over the years. 
This program seems very, 
very exciting, and I would  
like to see what it can  
do for my students here  
in Japan.”

TEACHER, JAPAN

Reading Horizons has an established presence in all
50 states of the United States and over 35 countries.

RH HQ
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